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How to Stay Connected in an
Evolving Healthcare Landscape
In the fast and ever-changing world of medical research, connectivity is everything.
You need to remain connected and in control of your data SIMs, wherever your clinical
trials are taking place. Of course, this can be easier said than done.
Medical professionals and patients require a solution that will adapt to their needs,
offering centrally managed IoT connectivity, controlled security, and cost-efficient
IoT SIM card management. This is only possible through a data SIM management console that lets you view and manage all your IoT SIM cards globally via a single, easyto-use platform.
For medical research teams, the HMD Connect Pro console offers a simple way to stay
on top of all your connected IoT devices while keeping connections and costs under
control.
As the medical landscape continues to evolve and medical trials can stop and start,
it helps to know you can find a data package that will adapt to your most pressing
clinical needs.

Hassle-free data SIM for busy medical professionals
Simplified data SIM management is a vital first step for medical health workers seeking
operational efficiencies, so they can better focus on medical research outcomes and
patient care.
In this space, the HMD Connect Pro console can offer a solution for your needs. The
simple to use, straightforward management console lets you view and manage all your
SIM cards for your medical research teams, wherever they are in the world.
With global connectivity offered across 180 countries and 600 networks, managing
50 to 50,000 SIMs is easy. Clinical teams with existing devices also benefit from easy
integration with legacy infrastructure, as well as a multi-operator SIM that ensures
your staff are always using the best network for their needs.
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In clinical trials especially, things can change at a moment’s notice, which is why it’s
important to maintain real-time access of your global fleet of SIMs for complete visibility. The HMD Connect Pro console keeps you in full control, with the ability to oversee all your IoT SIMs deployed worldwide, group SIMs, view session data, and filter
users in real-time.

Plus, a user-friendly interface is a must to limit the training required for busy healthcare professionals and research staff with varying technical competence. Every minute that’s saved on having to train new users on how to use a new system is time that
can be redirected into what matters most – optimising clinical trial outcomes and improving patient care.
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Secure patient data means less stress
Paper-based processes pose a particular challenge in medical trials, since unstructured information is unsecured and not readily accessible to teams working in global
and remote locations. In addition to finding an IoT connectivity solution you can trust,
it’s important to use a data SIM management platform with security features to help
protect sensitive patient information.
Wherever your medical research takes you, the HMD Connect Pro console offers
secure SIM data connectivity. Based in Europe, HMD Global complies with strict data
protection and privacy laws. And our EU-based servers mean your data will be routed
securely in mobile network, so you don’t have to use suspicious Wi-Fi networks.
We understand that sometimes patients may need to log data from remote locations.
But with our cost-effective data SIMs, your teams will have no need to use unsecure
Wi-Fi hotspots – they will remain seamlessly and safely connected wherever they are
in the world.
In critical environments when things change the implications can be business critical.
Of course, medical staff and patients may come and go, but this cannot compromise
the security of the data managed. That’s why we make it possible to activate and deactivate SIM cards from the management console at any given time.

Controlled security Streamlined information for a more complete
patient picture
Managing patient data efficiently is essential for successful healthcare operations.
To achieve this, medical research staff require full visibility over their entire fleet
of data SIMs with a simple user interface that reduces clinician and staff training time.
Having all this information within easy access enables clinicians to spend less time
searching for information and more time engaged with patients.
The HMD Connect Pro console is designed to help support clinical processes in the
most demanding environments. Offering a single platform from which to view all your
SIM data, medical teams always know what’s happening.
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Easy-to-use and streamlined solutions such as these are game changers for healthcare professionals. By keeping medical staff and patients connected, we provide you
the visibility and control you need to make informed decisions and achieve the best
research outcomes.
Plus, customisation features can ensure you only see what you need to see when you
need to see it, so you can stay focused on life-saving research.

Plans that adapt to your timelines and budget
Every day, medical trials are happening across the world under tight timelines
and immovable budgets. In this environment, medical research staff require data SIM
plans that are flexible and cost-effective.
The HMD Connect Pro console makes it easy to manage your data at a price that suits
your needs. Our easy, transparent pricing starts low and with pay-as-you-go upgrade
options, you only end up paying for the data you use.
This flexibility is ideal for medical trials of varying lengths, budgets and locations,
giving you full control to extend your connection period or cancel at any time. In addition, the HMD Connect Pro console makes it easy to manage all costs and billing
from one place, so you get a real-time glimpse of session data and data usage from
anywhere and can stay in charge of your costs and connections.
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About HMD
Headquartered in Espoo, Finland, HMD Global Oy (“HMD”) is the
home of Nokia phones and HMD Services. HMD designs and markets a range of smartphones and feature phones and an expanding
portfolio of innovative service offerings. With an ongoing commitment to security, durability, reliability, and quality across its range,
HMD is the proud exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones,
tablets and accessories. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia
Corporation. For further information, see www.hmdglobal.com
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